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SUMMARY OF \;EASUREM~NTS IN LANGLEY FULL-SCALE TUNNEL 
OF MAXIMUl,I LIFT COEB'""' IC It:: T'l'S A JD 
STALLIN} CHARACTSRISTIC S OS' AIRPLA3ES 
By Harold H. Sweberg and Richard C. Dingeldein 
The resul ts of measurem"?nts in the Langley full-scale 
tunne l of the maximum 11ft coeflicients and stalling 
characteristics of airnlanes have been collected. The 
data have been analyzed to show the nature of the effects 
on maximum ltft and stall of wing ~eometry, fuse13ges 
and nacelles, propeller slipstreaM, surface roughness, 
and wi.ng leading - edge appendages such as c'lucts, armament, 
t ip slats , and airsne ed heads . Coml.")ar"ts ons of full- scale-
tunnel and flight measur ements of maximur.1 lift and stall 
are included in SONe cases and the effects of the dif-
ferent testinf techniques on the maximum-lift measure-
mp.nts are also given . 
The r e 3ul ts lncJi ca ted that large imnrovements in 
the maximum lift and stal l ing characteristics of air-
planes can be obtained by careful a L: tention to detail 
des i gn . Surface ro,:ghness , win;; leakage, and the 
improper location of ducts , armament, and slats at the 
l e ading edge of a wing ha va been tOlL."1d to cause se rious 
losses in the maximum lift coefficient of an airplane. 
Wings having high taper ra tios and large am01ll1 ts of 
sweepback have been shown to he subject to poor stalling 
charac t8ri s ti cs b-e cause the y 8.re s'lsce pt ible to tip 
stalling . The nroT'er combinations of washout and changes 
in camber and wing thickness from root to tip with taper 
wil l usually produce satisfactory stalls on wings subject 
to tip stalling . A comparison of full - scale-tunnel and 
flight measurements of the maximum Ij-f't coefficient of 
an airnlane showed that satisfactory agreement may be 
obtained if the comparison is made uncer simIlar test 
conditions , such as Reynolds numb'":) r, slipstream, and 
time rate of change of angl e of attack . 
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INT10DUCTION 
A considerable amount of data have been obtained 
relative to t~e maximum lift c oefficients and the 
stalling characteristics of the military airplanes and 
laac k- ups tested in the Lane;ley full-scale tunnel . Tne 
re sul ts of' the se te s ts , wh5.ch have been r epor t ed sepa -
rately, ha ve be e n incorporated in t~e present report to 
facilitate the use of the data by airplana designers . 
The data include , mainly, lift curves and tuft 
surveys for each ai rplane in the service condition and 
as modified in various ways in attempts to impr.ove the 
maximum lift and the stalling characteristics. The 
effects of wing geometry, such as tape r and sweep, are 
shown with the effects of propeller operation , Reynolds 
number , and other characteristics of the testing 
techniques . The effects on maximum lift and stall of 
adding irregularities , such as nacelles , guns, cooling 
ducts , and airspeed heads , to the wing surfaces are also 
shown . Flight observations of the stall were available 
for some of the airplanes and have been included in the 
discussion with an analysis of the differences between 
wind - tunne l and flight results. The increments of lift 
60efficient due to split and slotted flaps as calculated 
from the results of tests in two-dimensional flow are 
compared wi th the increments obtained from these fl.aps 
when instal l ed on the a irplanes . 
AIRPLANES AND EQUIPMENT 
Pert inent de scr.ipti ve· .. da t a for the airplanes te sted 
are gi ven in table I and in the three - view drawings of 
figure 1 . Photographs of the airplanes and mock- ups 
mounted in the Langley full..,.S cale tunnel are prasentad.as . 
fi gure 2 . Most of the airplanes and mock-ups are shown 
in the conditior.. a s received at the Langley ful.l .. .scale 
tunnel (designated service condition); a f ew are shown 
in var i ous stages of ·mcdification. as ' "described .in' 
figure 2 . 
The Langle:,T full - scale.,.tu..l'1.l1el __ and_it3·"equ1-pm~nt ·are_ 
describe d in refe r ence 1 . 
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~,1ETHODS AND TESTS 
The stall ,\-Tas investigated by noting the behavior 
of numerous wool tufts, approxima.tely 3 inches lonrs, 
attached to the upper lying surfaces of the airplanes. 
Violent fluctuations and r eversals of the flow direction 
of the tufts indicated separation of the ~ir flow from 
the wing surface . In some instances the tufts were 
attached , at various heights above the wing surfaces, to 
light mosts in oI'deI' to obtain a more posi ti ve indica.tion 
of separatj on . 'llhe use of masts was found to be par-
ticular l y desire,ble on wings having low· drag airfoil 
sections and large amounts of s 'YE.epbnck since, in these 
c ases , the boundary-Ie.yep flow caused the surface tufts 
to change direction and appear stalled before actual 
s epa.rB.tion occurred . 
The behavior of the tufts was studied over a range 
of angle of attack above and below the angle of maximlwJ 
lift . For several of the e.irplcnes, observa.tions were 
made with the landing flaps retracted and d8flected and 
with the propellers removed end operating flt various 
thrus t coefficients. In each case, f'orce measur6men ts 
'\-Tere made of tho variation of lift vTi th [mgle of a tto.ck 
to supplement visual ~nd photographic observrtions of 
the I'Tool tufts . The englos of ['.t t'1c:: shmm in the 
fi3ures refer, in every c~~e , to the angle of the wing 
root chord line with the free - stream direction. 
Mos t of the measur'emen ts vere made at tunnel air-
speeds of approximately 60 miles per hour; a few tests 
were made at slightly lower nirspeeds. In order to 
indicate the effect of v:::~ric~tion in Reynolds number, 
mensurements were made for some of the ['~il"plE.'nos over 
,n approxim[l,te range of tunnel velocl ty from 20 to 
100 miles per hour. 
Force readings "Tere taken for one of the C'.irpl wes 
(airplane 18) at regular lnterv,~ls ".,hile the angle of 
rttack w~s being changed At a const~nt r~te in order 
to obt[!.in n compc.rison with flight measuroments of 
maximum lift coefficient . The rate of chrnge of angle 
of atteck per second for these tElsts wt:.s vrried 
bet\.,een 0 . 0250 c?nd 0.200 0 • 
The uRuel vlind- tunnel jet ... boundary pnd blocking 
corrections have been e.pplied to all the dc,ta. 
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RESULTS AIID DISCUSSION 
The results of P.).6asUY'ements of maximum lift coef-
ficients and stallinc c~aracteristics of 18 airplanes 
tested in the Langley full-scale tunnel arE; summar'ized in 
th .") foll01r'ing sectionr:: . In most cases the res'J.lts are 
given for the airp l anes with landin~ flaps retracted 
and with landing flaps fully extended . The data are 
grouped ir: the first five sectior:s to show the charac -
teristic effects on maximum lift and stall of vving 
geometry , fuselaeas &nd nacel10s, ,ropeller' slipstreaM, 
surface reughness and leakage , and wing leadin~ -ejge 
apoondages . In the final secttons, comparisons are made 
of the :Lnc:rements of lift coefficient due to split and 
slotted .flaps and of wind-tunnel c.nd flight measurements 
of maximum lift coe ff'ici cmts of airplanes. 
rling 0eometry 
Conventiona l plan forms .- Stall progressions for 
air p lanes with untw:i.sted wings of di f ferent taper ratios 
(airplanes 13 , 12 , and 8) are presented in figure 3 for 
landLl G flaps retracted and fully deflected . ;~lthoueh 
thes e data are [ivan for com,lete airplanes with 
fuse la~es and nacelles but with r ropellers removed, 
the results show trends general1J chnrac teristic of the 
effects of wine taper ratio on the progression of the 
stall. 
With the landinG flaps re .racted (fig . 3(a)) , local 
areD.S of separation apgeared Oll airplane 13 (wtng taper 
ratio , 4 : 1) at the wing trailinG edg e near the fuselage 
and behi nd oil - cooler outlets located just outboard of 
ea h nacelle for relatively low ang le~ of attack; the 
main stall , however , started at the wing tips and pro -
gressed inb oard with increasing angle of attack . Theo -
retical studies (references 2 to 4) show that , for pluin 
untvdsted winf!S of high taper ratio, the section lift 
coefficients are highest near the wine tip and these 
sections shou l d therefore be the first to approach 
maximum lift . Tip Atall i8 further precipitated on 
highly tapered wing8 by the snanwise variation of 
section Reynolds number (reference L~). For airplane 13 , 
the Reynolds number of tle tip soctions is thus about 
o~e - fourth that of the root sections end the tip sec -
t i on s tend to s tall fir st . 
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OwinG to the l oss in a.i leron effe c tiveness and 
da~ping in roll usual J.y associated with w~ng-t ip stall , 
se veral me thods ha ve been cie vised for movIng the location 
of the ini. tial stal l inooar'd . The se me thods , v'Ihich 
include washout , central sharp leading edges , leading-
edge t i.p s l ats , and inc r eases in camoer from root to tip, 
are discussed in detail in reference 4. A backward 
mo vemen t of the maximum camber of the wing sections from 
root to tip will a lso generally improve the stall ( refer -
ence 5~ 
s t a ll ing characteristics for an airplane with a 
wing of low t ape r r ati o ( a lrpl ane 12) , for which 
X = 1.43 , are shown in figure 3( a). rar this airplane , 
stall L~i ti a lly occurred at the wIng root and progressed 
outboard with increasing angle of attack but dId not 
inc l ude the wi.ne t ips for the range of a~1gle 0 f a ttdck 
tes t ed . Unli.l ;:e highly tapered wings , the section litt 
coefficients are highes t at the root for ~ings with low 
t aper ratio . High sectIon l ift coefficie~ts at the 
r oo t , together with the interference effect of the 
f use l age , should c ause tho stall to occur initially at 
the root sections for airplanes with wings of low taper 
r at io . The Reyno l Ss number e ffe ct previous l y discussed 
for the high l y taper6d wi.ng is relJ.t~.vely unimporta.nt 
fo r wings of low taper ratio. 
Airp l ane 8 , wh i ch has a wing wi th elliptical chord 
dis tribution , exhibite d stalling char~cteristics some -
wbe re between t}~ose .:'o r an airp l ane ',;'Ii th ::1. wing of high 
taoer ratio and those for a n airpl ane with a wing of low 
t ape r ratio . stull initially occurred at tre root section 
but , as the angl E:: of attack W 3. S incr(;8.sed, the wing tips 
began to stall. Further increases in angle of attack 
caused t~e two regions of stall to merge at about one -
third of the semisp3.n inboard from the wing tips. 
Extendi ng the l anding flaps to maxim1~~ deflection 
for a irplane s 13 , 12 , and 8 produced the stall progres -
sions shown in fi[;urf: 3(b) . For all three airplanes , 
flap deflection general l y tended to "cle3.n up" the inboard 
sections of the wing . No small areas of separation 
appear ed a t tho 1Ji 'ing traili:ng arlge near the root 
s ec tion of a irpl ane 13 and the s t all progressions 
for airplanes 12 and 8 showed that , at si~ilar angles 
of attack b e l ow t he angle of maxi:rnu.'U lift, smaller 
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portj,ons of the wings of chese three aj rplanes were 
stalled with flars derlected than 'ith flaps retracted . 
A particularly 1J11.c1esil·able ('.oneUt-ion near the 
maximum lift coefficient wae exhi biteo by airplane 8 
with the l anding flap s deflecta d. A rapid incro ase In 
t~e area of separation with a change of only 10 in angle 
of a ttack was observec. ... ~d tbe lift decre3.s e d rapidly 
with small increases n angle of' &.tta ck above the angle 
o f maximum lifl:; (fig. 3 (b) ) • Fli€:,ht observations of 
the stalling ch~racteristic3 of this ~irplane with flaps 
exte nded showed a strong tendency for tb.e a irplane to 
grou..nd - loolJ to the lef't in U"'e three-point a ttit1.1.de . A 
bri e f study of this condit::on in flight , with the aid of 
tufts attached to the wing surfcices, i ndicated that an 
asymmetrical stalling of the wing occurred at the time 
the ground-loop1ng tendency developed. 
The exact n a ture of the effects of flap deflection 
on the stalling characteristics of a i rplanes is not well 
defined . Flight observations o~ a large nunber of air-
planes tested in t h e United states and in England ( refer -
ences 5 and 6) h ave indicated that fl al. de .:'lection 
either im'9l'oved or aggravated the stall in about an equal 
number of c a ses . Flap deflection generally tends to 
aggravate t:r~e sta ll by increasing the upwash over the 
outer unf l apped parts of t h e wing and by cle aning up 
the area of separ ation &t the root. On the other hand , 
the handling characteristics of a n airplane in flight 
near the stall may be improved b y flap deflection if 
the flap wake envelops the t El.il at angles of attack 
near tl_e stall and thus produces a stall warning either 
b y tail buffeting or by a r~pi d change in trim due to 
the loss in tail effe ctivene ss . 
stall nrogressions for thre e ty~ical present-day 
purslit airplanes having twisted wings of low - drag 
airfoil sections (airplanes 1 , 2, and 3) are shown in 
figu:.:'e 4. '1.'he taper ratio and washout of the wings of 
these · three airpl a nes are noarly the same . (See 
table I for wing details . ) The stalls are strikingly 
similar; separation be6ins, in e a ch c a se, at the wing-
fuselage juncture and prog::-esses outboard along the 
rearward portion of the wL1.g with increasing angle of 
attack. The stalling characteristics of these air -
pl a n e s, as interpreted from the tuft observations , are 
probably good . Al thOl.1Gh airpla ne 3 shows a rapid loss 
in lift after t h e staJ.l, no serious trouble should be 
C C'l'P I DE L:r:r' I AL 
enc ountered by the pilot inasmuch as the root-section 
stall shoul d provide adequate warni~g of the approach 
of C-r 
.t.max 
..... 
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Swept - back wings. - The effect of s\'leepback on the 
stal l ing behavior is illustrated in figure 5 by tuft 
o~ser vations for airp l anes 9 and 10 . According to the 
t"Jft observat:ons, t:t:ese airplanes eho'.lld have poor 
stalli~g characteris t i c s . The control surfaces of 
airplane 9 are s tal l ed at an e.ngle of attack well below 
tha t for CT • For airpl ane 10, the j.ni tial stall l..Jmax 
oc curred at the wing t ips and the urea of separation 
s,read rapidl y inboar d a l ong the wins trailing edge 
wi t h increasing a!1.g1e of attac k . In botr. case s, the 
air f l ow over the ~rper wing surfaces near the trailing 
edge , prior to stalling , was toward the wing tips. 
1'he span'wise location of the initial st-.lll on a 
swept- back wing is prLnari l y depe:J.dent on the spanwise 
floH of the boundary layer on the s'l1.ction surface 
( refer '3nce 7) . On a swept - baek winG , the surface 
pressure gradients sweep the slow~r nwv.tr.lg dil' of 
the boundary layer tow:3.rd the tip . The thiclwr boundary 
l ayer nee,Y' the tip tends to stall t:te :dng first in 
that region . Inasmuch as th3 trailing edge of the 
wLng of airplane 10 r.as a gr',:Hlt'::lr ."mount of sweepback 
than that of airplane 9, the surface rresBure gradients 
between chordwlse sections near the trailing edge of 
the wing of airpl' ne 10 are stronger than the pressure 
gradien ts on airl)lane 9 . The flow toward the '{;in¢; tip 
and the wing tip stall should there?ore be more pro-
nounced on a i rp l ane 10 than on aL"'nlane 9 and I 19ure 5 
shows that such is the case . 
Fuse l ages and l~acelles 
The addition of a fuselage and nacelles to a wing 
frequently introduces centereo! local seoaratlon that 
may r educe t'le max.imum Ijft of tlJ.e :::...irplane b twill 
usual ly improve the hand l ing ch~racteristics of the 
a1rl;) l ane near the sta l l . 'JV'nen tl-le flow separates from 
the inner sections of t:"e winj , th.e downwb.sh at the 
tai l is reduced and 2 nose - down Ditching mo~ent re3ult~ 
whi ch tends to decrease the areas of se9aration. Further-
more , the wal{es fro)11 t he wing- fl)se1.o.ge juncture and the 
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nacelles may cause a stall warning by r educing the 
effecti veness of t~e tail or by proc1ucing tail buffeting . 
The effects of fusel~ges and nacellvs on the maxi -
mum lift and stalling chqractel' :i stics of two mode ls of 
four - enITine airplanes (airplanes 13 and 14) are s~own 
in figures 6 and 7 . Figure 6 shows lift cur ves and 
stall progressions for a.l.rpl3.11e 13 wi th the l anding 
flap s retracted and deflected 60 .8° for :;he wing alone , 
for the ai rplane with outboard nacelJ.es off, and for 
the complete airplane . ~ith the l anaing flaps retracted 
( fig . 6(a)), the stall . rogression for the wing a lone 
was characteristic of a highly tagered untwisted wing . 
The addi tion of tll.e fuse l age dnd two inboard nace lIe s 
caused local areas of s eparation to appear at the 
trailing eGge of the wi?lG adjacent~o the fus",lage 
and behind the nacelles and all-cooler outlets prior 
to the main st~ll , ~hich started at the ~ing tips. 
When the outboard nacelles were added to the model, 
additional stalled areas , which were particularly 
noticeable behind the oil-cooler outlets , appeared a t 
the lower angles of attack . Flap deflection (fi g . 6 (b)) 
generally cleaned up the inboard sections of the wing. 
As for the c ase with the f lap s retracted, the add ition 
of the outboard nacelles with the landing flans 
deflected 60 . 8° reduced the CL of the airplane and 
.'-'I1J.3...)( 
caused premature areas of separation behind the oil·-
cooler outlets near the 0 1 tboard nacelles . Tuft 
observat5_ons of aO_rnlane 13 in flight (unpl.lb l lshe d) 
showed stall pa ,terns very similar to those observed 
in the wind tunnel . The !:)ower- off stalls, as observed 
by tbe pi lot, wer characterized by a relatively slow 
roll - off and small angl es of roll. Ade quate stall 
warning was gi ven by a decre9.se in the effec ti veness 
of the elevators and rudder :1n.d by a relatively large 
change in the requ.:'red control movement . The stall 
patterns were ractically the same with the landing 
flaps UIJ or down and wi tb the Is.nding gear up or down . 
stall progressions and l ift curves f o r a model of 
a l arge flying boat (airplane IL~ ) are shown In fig-
u~es 7(a) and 7(b) fer land ing flans retracted and 
deflected 55° , respectively. For the wing alone with 
flaps retracted, stall initially occurred at the center 
section . The area of separation spread outboard a l ong 
the f l ap s with increasin~ aDole of attack and merged 
with t~1.e tip stall , which st -l..rted after the maximum 
lift c()(~fficient had be 011 reached. Although this vVing 
J 
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would be expected to stall rirst ab the tips becaus~ 
of 1ts hi gh t a.pe r ratio (A. = :5.35), root stall occurred 
first , probably because the thick NACA 23024 3.irfoll 
section at the root has a lower maximum section lil~t 
coefficient than the RACA 23009 section at the tip at 
tho test Reynolds number . Addition of the fuselage to 
the wing delayed tbe stall about 2 0 and increased the 
maximum 11ft coeff:!.cient about u.10 . With fO'lr nac(311es 
added to the wing , local areas or separation occurred 
dir'6ct l y behi!1d the nacelles at relatively low angles 
of attack. Tho maximum lift coefficient of the model 
with t he nacelles on, however , was about 0 .06 higher 
thaYl with the nacelles removed and is attributed to 
the incre ased effective wing area due to the nacelles. 
Deflecting the landing flaps 55 0 for the wing-
alone condition (f1g. 7(b) ) resulted in essentially 
the same stall patterus as observed with the flaps 
retracted, except that the stalled areas over the 
unflapped portions of the wing were slightly larger 
for corresponding anglea of attack owing to the 
induced upwash over trose sections. For the complete 
airplane , deflecting the flaps 55° removed the local 
areas of separation behind the nacelles that were 
observed with tr..e flaps retracted and also increased 
the a re a of separation near the wing tips. No data 
ware avai l able for the airplane with nacelles removed 
and flaps deflected . 
Propeller Slipstream 
The large changes in the stalling characteristics 
of airpl anes that result from propeller operation are 
usually attributed to the senarate effects of the 
increased axial veloci ty wi t}:in the t::linstream and of 
the slipstream rotation . The increased velocity within 
the slipstrear:1 tend.s to clean up the inboard sections 
or the wings by lncreasing the local ReYl1.01ds number 
and thus delaying separation along the sections directly 
behind the prope ller . The rotation within the slipstream 
increases the efrective angle of att~ck of the wing 
section behind the upgoing propeller blades and decreases 
the effective angle of attack of the wing section behind 
the downgoing propeller blad0s . An aS~Jnetrical stall 
pattern is thus produced . In additio~ to these effects, 
the dow:1.wash bohind an inc lined prope Iler tends to reduce 
C01\TF'ID~NTIAL 
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the effective angles of attac~ of the sections behind the 
propeller and thereby delays the occurrence of stall. 
The effects of propeller operation on the stalling 
characteriE'tics of airplane 6 are shown in figure 8. 
'Nith the propeller removed, the stall progression with 
angle of attack was fairly si~ilar for both winge; with 
t':.1e propeller operating a t a t hrust coefficient Tc 
of 0 , however, the wing section behind the upgoing 
propeller blades stalled at a considerab ly lower angle 
of attack than the wing sectipn behind the downgoing 
propeller blades . Increasing Tc to 0 . 2 decreased 
the asymmet ry of the stall that was measured at Tc = 0, 
owing to the £act that t1C i ncreased slipstream velocity 
had a greater effect than the increased slipstre am 
rotation . 
FliCht measurements of t~e stalling characteri stics 
showed that airplane 6 developed a serious left-wing 
dropping tendency during power-on landings . In order to 
check these results , measurements were made of the vari -
ation of rolling - moment coefficient rvi th angle of attack 
of the airp l ane with the propeller removed and operating. 
The results of these measurements are given in figure 9. 
With the propeller removed, the rOlling- moment coeffl-
c ient of the airplane was essentially independent of 
angle of attack; wlth the propeller operating at 
Tc = 0 . 2, however, the ro lling- moment coefficient 
changed slowly from - 0 . 008 at a = 80 to -0.024 at 
a = 17 . 00 ( angle of maximum lift) . Above a = 17 . 00 
a sharp increase in rolling - '!1oment coefficient , which 
would be sufficient to cause se r ious rolling instability 
during power - on l andings , occurred. 
In an attempt to improve the power - on stalling 
characterls t ics of airplane 6, a sharp leading edge was 
i nstalled on t h e right wing as shown in figur e 10. The 
results of tuft ob servat ions and lift and rolling -
mOl!lent measurement s made with the sharp leading edge 
installed on the wing are also shown in figure 10 . In 
genera l , the shar p leading edge should considerab l y 
i m)rove the sta l ling characteristics of the airplane, 
inasmuch as the asymmetry of the stall pattern at high 
angles of attack was decreased and the large variation 
of rolling - moment coefficient with angle of attack was 
eliminated . The maximum lift coefficient of the 
airplane , however , was r e duced frou 2 . 30 to 1 . 88 by 
the sharp le ading edge . 
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The effects of the propeller slipstream on the 
maximum-lift and stalling characteristics of airplane 16 
with the flaps retracted are shown in figure 11. With 
the propeller idling, little difference in the pro-
gression of the stall on the right and left wings was 
noted. At Tc = 0.013, however, a greater percentage 
of the wing was stalled on the side of the upgoing 
propeller blades than on the side of the downgoing 
propeller blades for equal angles of attack. The maxi-
mum lift coefficie nt was about 0.05 higher with the 
propeller operating at Tc = 0.013 than with the 
propeller idling. 
Stall progressions for two four-engine monoplane 
models (airnlanes 13 and 14) with propellers operating 
are shown in figures 12 and 13. The effects of the 
propeller slipstream on the stalling characteristics of 
airplane 13 may be obtained by comparing figures 6 
and 12. Propeller operation (Tc ~ 0.30) cleaned up the 
areas of separation behind the n a celles so that the 
outboard wing sections were stalled at CL whereas 
max 
the inboard wing sections were unstalled. This condi-
tion may result in handling difficulties near the stall 
owing to a probable loss in aileron effectiveness and 
damping in roll. Flight tests of airplane 13 with 
power on and flaps retracted, however, resulted in 
stalls characterized by a relatively slow roll-off and 
small angle 0f roll. The development of the rolling 
instability was gradual and the roll could be stopped 
immediately by Q reduction in angl e of attack. These 
stalling characteristics, as measured in flight, can 
probably be explained by reference to figure 12 which 
shows that, for all angles of attack, the stalled areas 
on the right and left wing surfaces are very nearly 
equal; the development of any rolling motion would 
therefore be gradual . 
The effects of the propeller slipstream on the 
maximum lift and stalling characteristics of airplane 14 
with landing flaps retracted and deflected 55 0 are shown 
in figure 13. Comparison of figure 13 with figure 7, 
which gives stall progressions for airplane 14 with 
the propeller removed, indicates that in this case 
the stall progressions were not altered appreciably 
at the low values of Tc (Tc :: 0.03 with flaps retracted 
and Tc:: 0.09 with flaps defl~cted), although the 
maximum lift coefficients were increased from 1.32 to 1.38 
C NJTj1ID~NTIAL 
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with f l aps retrac te d and from 2.08 to 2.17 with flap s 
deflected . Increasing the thrust coefficients to 0 .13 
w th flap s r etrac ted and to 0.15 with flap s defl ected 
decreased the percentage of the wing area behind the 
pro~eller that was stalled at the lower thrust coeffi-
cients and further increased the maximum lift coeffi -
cients to 1 . 53 with f laps retracted and to 2.28 with flaps 
defl e cted . 
'Ning Surface Roughness and Leakage 
Because of i~creased armament requirements, wings 
of pre sent-·day mill tr.ry ai rplane s r:us t be eq ui 'Pped 1.'i th 
n ;1l'.cerO;'.l8 access door~" insp2ctien ~)l.s.tes, gun ports, 
a '11)1i.'r .. it:'LoD - 8jer;tion slots) and many other i temfl that 
tene, to nake L e wings extremely rough and to allow air 
leakage through tr-"e 1/,-ings . In se vera l case sit has been 
found that the Cr.. may be increased appr8ciably by 
-'-'lTIax 
relatively simp l e modifications of the wings. In order 
to show tne extent to whlch wlng roughness and air 
le akage affect the m&:c1.r.1Um lift c oef:~icient of an &ir -
plane , data are presented in f i gures 14 to 16 for three 
present-day military airplanes ( air~lanes 6, 5, and 1). 
The data include lift ~t)a surement s with the wings i n the 
service condition and with t~e wings faired and sealed 
in attempts to increase t he maximum lift coefficients of 
t hese airplanes . 
The maxir.mm Itft coefficients obtained fer air -
plane 6 with the wing in service condition and with 
t he .wins cOlnDlete l y faired al.J.d sealed are compared in 
figure 14. As shown by the photographs included in 
figure 14, t~e se r vi ce wing ha s an exceptionally large 
number of cover p l ate s , access door'S , and construction 
irreg'l l arities . In addition , a rough walkway project s 
more than 1/8 inch from the ',ving sUY'face and the wing 
fo 10. l i1J.e. Ie 9. vo s a large gap in ti1e wing . The maximum 
lift coofficient was only 1 . 17 for this airplane with 
the wi ng in the servi.ce cond i tion . V'."hen the wing was 
faired and sealed by ma s k ing tape , as s hown in fig -
ure l~. , the CT wa s increas ed to 1.26 . The t ape 
"-'max 
s ea s eliminated leakage thr ough the wing ; neve rtheless , 
t l1 e wing was not smooth and the CT remained 
"-1nax 
relative ly low. 
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The effects of surface roughness on the maximu~ 
lift coefficie~t of airplane 5 are shown in figure 15. 
A fillet was installed at the wing-fuselage juncture 
of this airplane to elimInate the sharp break along the 
juncture , but the increase in Cr. was only 0.03. Inax 
Sealing the wing access doors and the fold line further 
increased the CT_ by 0.06 . It is noced that the 
.L.>J'Tlax 
variation of airi'oil section f:::'om the root to the tip 
of the wing of this airplane is nearly similar to that 
of airplane 6; the maximum lift coefficients obtained for 
airpl ane 5 in the service condition and with the wing 
faired and sealed, howe ver, are about 0.10 higher than 
the corresponding coefficients for airplane 6. This 
difference is attributed chiefly to the fact that the 
wing of airplane 5 was aerodynamically "cleaner" than 
the wing of airplane 6. 
stall progressions, jn ad~ ition to lift-coefficient 
data, are given in "figure 16 to show the effects of 
surface roughness on airplane 1, which has a low-drag 
wing . The wing of this airplane is exceptionally clean 
aerodynamically inasmuch as the few access doors and 
COV0r plates are set smoothly into the wing with no 
apparent breaks in the wing contour. The maximum lift 
coafficient of l . ~~ for the faired and sealed condition 
and of 1 . 40 for the service wing are higher than those 
obtained for airplanes 5 and 6. The stall patterns 
show that the stalled areas of the faired and sealed 
wing were always slightly less, at corresponding angles 
of attack, than the stalled areas of the service wing. 
Wing Leading-Edge Appendages 
Ar~ament .- The results of un investigation to 
determine the effects on maximum lift coefficient of 
various machine - gun and cannon installations on the 
wing of airplane 11 are given in reference 8. The 
re su1 ts of the se te s ts are summarized in figure s 17 
and 18 . The Cr. of 2 . 00 for the airplane with 
~ax 
bare wings and landing flans deflected was used as a 
reference value for estimating the effects of the 
various maChine - gun and cannon installations. 
The smallest red1..'ction in C~ was measured Lmax 
wi th the machine guns moun ted in the flush posi tion 
L..-. ____ ~_~ _~ __ 
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( fig . 17 ) . '1'he CT with four flush guns mounted 
--'max 
in the high position (fig . 19 ) was only slightly lower 
than the reference value , whereas the CT. was 
411 ax 
decreased 0 . 06 be l ow the reference va lue with the flush 
guns in the low pos2.tion (.fig . 20) . '1'he lowest value 
of C1srna x ( 1 . 86) was measured w:i. t~ Jche 2 - inch barrel 
extens:Lon ( fig . 21). T1!e cOl11blua tion of 1 0- inch barrel 
extension a nd low f l ush - gun mOl.mting fairings and 
b r eech fairing s ( fig . 22) decreased the CT by 0 . 09 . 
.umax 
Wi th these fairings removed , the ~ WaS reduced 
v Lrnax 
0 .13 be l ow the referEmce va'Iue . Tho CLmax was 1. 91 
with the IS - inch barre l extension ( f'i g . 23) . It is 
po s sib l e t ba t , with ~he 18 - inch extension , the ~is ­
turb - nces caused by the ends of the gun barrels passed 
over the wings and resulted in a sm",ller loss of CT. jnax 
than wi t h the 2 - inch and 1 0 - inch extensions . 
Three 20- mJl limeter - cannon instu l lations were 
tested on airr:>lane 11 and included the underslung wing 
cannon shown as ins tallation 1 (fig . 24 ), a modifica t ion 
designated c annon instal lati on 2 , and the complete l y 
submerged installation ( fig . 25) . The results of these 
tests ( fig . 18 ) show that the highest Cr (1 . 96 ) 
. -max 
wa s measured for the submerged lnstallation . The maxi -
mum lift coeffi.cient was 1 . 91 for unoerslung ins t a l la -
t i on 1. Installation 1 was then modified to instal l a -
tion 2 by de c reasinb the width of the section near the 
l eading edge of the wing and thereby reducing th.e abrupt 
pressur e change at the front of the cannon fairing . The 
maxim'Lun lift coefficient wa s 1 . 95 for cannon ins t a lla -
tion 2 . 
The eff e c t of insta l ling a 37 - millimeter-cannon 
mocle - up at the l eading edge of each wing of airp l ane 4, 
which has low- drag airfoil sections , is shown in f i g -
u r e 26 . Obse r vations were made wi t h the tufts on onl y 
the left wing . The result s of these tests showed that 
the c ann on instal l ation caused premature wing stal l which 
re sul ted in a reducti on of 0 .1 3 ln CL and of 
1l18.JC 
about 30 in t he ang l e of maximum 11ft . The adverse 
e ff e cts of mount ing a cannon on a wing may be r e duced 
by installing a fairing at the wing- cannon luncture to 
insure smooth air flow over the wing se c tion directly 
behind the c annon . 
C O);'To' IDl:!. Jr IAL 
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Two mock- ups of 20 -miJ.lim~;ter cannon were tested 
on both W'\.J'lgS of airpJane s 5, 6, and 1 to de te rmine the 
effects on CT, " the results of these tests and 
"'4Tlax 
sketches showing the cannon installations ure given 
in figure 27 . The largest reduction in CJ~ax due to 
the cannon installations was measured for airplane 5, 
which had no fairing at the winc;-cannon juncture. For 
this case , CLmax was r educed from 1.77 for the bare 
wing with flaps deflected to 1. 71 for the wing with the 
four cannon mock-ups installed. The cannon installation 
on airplane 1 , whi~h has a low-drag wing, caused a 
reduction of only 0.02 in CT, • The sketches in 
111a,.."{ 
figure 27 show clearly that the cannons were faired 
smoothly into the wing of this airplane so that no 
abrupt changes occur::"ed at the wing -cannon juncture. 
The effect on the CT of vYing gun ports on 
"-'nlax 
airplane 1 (fig. 28) is gi ven in f-tgure 29. Sealing 
the gun ports wi th a luminum covel' pla.te s (fig. 28 (a) ) 
incre ased the CT, of the airplane fro;:'l 1. 2 J to 1.39. 3 ~~x 
A [ - inCh hole WdS drilled in the cover plates to allow 
for firing the machine guns and the resultant maximum 
lift coefficient waJ 0 . 09 higher than vd tL the gun 
ports open. 
Leading-edge tip slats. - The i.nstallatio:l of 
leading- edge tlp slats on a wing provides a method for 
improving the air flow over the outer wing sections of 
airplanes subject to tip stall. The le ading -edge slats, 
however , are effective only if they increase the stalling 
ansle of attack of the tip sections of the wing to a 
higher value than t~at of the root sections. Special 
care should be taken 1n the detail design of wing tip 
slats inasmuch as s e veral cases have been noted in 
which their installation has resulted in adverse effects 
on the air flow OVGr the wing sections behind the slats . 
On airplane 7, for example, extending the original 
leading-edge slats resulted in premature stalling of 
the wing dire ctly behind the slats (fig. 30). As 
originally tested, the construct ion of tho slat trailing 
edge on this airplane req lired <.:1. depI'ession in the wing 
to maintain thG desired wing- section contour when the 
slat was retrstcted. (See fig . 30.) In dddition, the 
i 
I 
L 
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slot entry was of poor aerodynamic design, so t~at the 
air flow was not smooth, even at the slot ent ry. In 
order to improve the sta lling characterist ics of this 
ai rplane with the slat extended, the depression in the 
wing into which the slat trailing edge retracted was 
eliminated by fairing into the wing contour and the 
slat was moved to a higher posi tion as shown in fig-
ure 30. With the modified sl.at extended , a substantial 
improvement in the air flow over the wing was observed, 
especially i n t"h.e reglon of the ai lerons; the maximum 
lift coefficient , hQ1.ivever, was not mate riall y affected 
(fig . 30). Results of aileron-effectiveness tests 
(fig . 31) showed that the modified slat installation 
increased the slopes of the curves of rolling-moment 
coefflcient against aileron deflection at high angle s 
of attack over tl at meas'ured for 'cbe original slat 
installation. 
Tests of airplane q showed that a condition of 
longi tudinal instabili t~i existed C?t high lift coeffi-
cients either with ths original fixed slats attached to 
the airplal'le or wi tr. the slats removed. In an attemp t 
to improve tJ:-e 10ng1 tudinal s tabil:i. ty of the airplane 
at high lift coefficients, the original stat was raised 
slight l y and moved closer to the wing leading edge to 
permi t smoother air n ow a t the slot entry. Further tests 
were made in which tho original slat span was increased 
from 20 to 36 .6 percent of tne wlll g span with the slat 
in t he modified position . Stall progressions with the 
original slats , with the slats in the modified position, 
and with the extended slats are 51ven in figure 32 with 
sketches of the origina l and modified slats. Stall 
progressions for the airp lane with the s:!..ats removed 
are gi ven in figure 5 . The re suI ts of the stall s tudie s 
show that each slat modification successively improved 
the air flow over the outer sections of' the wing . 
The effects of' the slat modifications on the vari -
ation of Cm with CL and on the C~ax of airplane 9 
are shown in figure 33 . The extended slats in the 
modified pos ition eliminated the longitudinal insta-
bility near the stall and in addition increased the 
maximum lift coefficient to 1 . 26 from 1 .15 for the 
airplane wi.th th9 slats rem oved . Although the tests 
with the original slats in the mOdified position were 
made at a slightly higher t..L.'l.ne l speed, it is fairly 
ev~dent that this slat installation decreased the 
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longitud ina l instability at high lift coefficients and 
a lso increased the maximum lift coefficient of the 
airplane. 
Wing ducts . - Considerable difficulty is usually 
encountered in the design of the shape and location of 
wing- duct inlets owing to the criti cal nature of the 
flow at the leading edge of a wing. In general, if the 
inle t is p l a ced t oo high on the wing leading edge, the 
internal flow se parates from t he lo~er lip of the duct 
inlet at moderate angles of attack where~s thG external 
flow separates over t he UDDer l ip of the duct inlet at 
high a n g les of attack and thereby induces a premature 
stall and a l ow value of C~ax. If the inlet is placed 
too 101N , the external flow s ep8.Y·ates at low angles of 
attack from t he upper lip just within the inlet and thus 
causes seriou s los ses of total pressure . 
A study o~ seve ra l Guc ts installed in the wings of 
a full - scale mo ck- up of a convent iona l 3ingle-engine 
P'.u'sui t a irp l ane ( ai r p lane 16) was made in the Langley full-
sc a le tunne l to determine the influence of inlet design 
on the pressure losse s within the duct and on the aero -
dynamic chara cteristics of the airpl ane . The results of 
some of the se tests, whi ch are reported in reference 9, 
are g iven in figure s 34 to 36 . The inlet profiles , which 
are shown in figur e s 34 and 36, are numbered in accordance 
with the inlet designations given in reference 9. The 
effect of inlet size and shaDe on the 'llaxiJilum lift coef-
ficient of the airplane is shown in figure 34 and the 
effe ct of lift coefficient on the average total pressure 
at the front of the r adi ator behind these saIne three 
inle ts is g iven in f i gure 35 . Inasmuch as the inlet 
areas were not equa l for al l the ducts, the inlet-
veloci ty ratios were unequa l at any particular lift 
coeffi cient; it is be lieved , however , that this differenc e 
will not de tract from the general conclusions drawn 
from the results . The highest CL.... was obtained with 
~lUax 
inlet 5 installed on both wings , but the total-pressure 
rec o ve ry at the heat exchanger behind this inle t dropped 
off very r apidl y ab ove a lift coefficient of 0.4. For 
this inlet , the diffuser and the plane of the inlet 
opening were inclined f a r cher downward from the wing 
chord line than fo r inlets 2 and 4. Inlet ~_ gave the 
best over- a ll total-pressure recovery at the heat 
exchanger; the maxim1~ li ft coefficient with this inlet 
installed on both "\vings , howe ver , was 0 .07 lower than fo r 
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inlet 5. The lo,vest CT. and over-all total-pressure 
-'4Tiax 
recovery was measured for inlet 2, for- which the diffuser 
and the plane of tr.e tnle t open:"nG we re mas t nearly 
}Jara11el and perpendicnlar, respectively, to the wing 
chord line. Reference 9 shows that , of the j.nlets 
tested , the one giving the best compromise between high 
pressure r oco veries at the heat exchange r and 
satisfa ctor:l maxim1.1m-lift characteristics of the ducted 
wing hud an upper lip w:.th a large leadlng-edge radius 
conforr.li ng approxima tely to the contour of the original 
wing, a lower lip cut back to turn the inlet plane 
downward 700 to tl:e chord line, and a diffuser inclined 
approximately 100 to tie wing chord line . 
stall progressions and lift da ta are given in fig-
ure 36 for three very c'l.is s 1mi lar duc t :nle ts locate d in 
the l eft wing of ai.rplane 16. These results further 
emphasize the effects on maximum lift coefficient of 
lip osit ion , leading-edge radius , and diffuser inclina -
t}.on. The highest CT. (1.37) Vias obtained for 
III ax 
inlet 7, which has t he d iffuser Llclined downward 11 0 
to the chord line lind a large uoner -lip leading-edge 
raoius . The maximum lift coefficient was only 1.26 
for i~let 1, for which the plane of the inlet opening 
was nerpend·cular to the wing chord line. Inlet 6 was 
fitted with a flauDed lower lip that could be adjusted 
to nrovide smooth entry of the air flow into the duct 
over a wide range of 8.n g le of attack; for this case, 
howe vel', the Cr. was s till low (1.22), probably 
"'"'max 
because of the sharp leading-edge radius of the upper 
lip . 
The effects of the location of wing- duct outlets 
o~ the maxi~um lift and stall of airp l ane 16 are shown 
in figure 37 . The maximum lift coefficient of the air-
plane was 0. 07 less with the outlet a t the bottom of the 
wing than with the outlet at the top of the wing . A 
wlng-duct outlet located on the upper surface of a wing 
h a s an advantage ove r a bottom outlet , other than giving 
a higher maximum lift coefficient, lnasmuch as the 
quanti ty of air flowing through the duct automatically 
tends to be adjusted with an~le of attack because of 
the relative increase with lift coefficient of the 
negative pres ure at the outlet . 
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Total-pressure measurements in the wine ducts of 
airplane 2 with propeller operating showed that the 
flow separated from the lower lip of the inlet of the 
left duct , especially in the climbing condition. This 
separation was probably due to the slipstream rotation, 
which increased the effective angle of attack at the 
left duct inlet behind the upgoing propeller blades. 
In addition, the inlet-velocity ratios were too high 
and caused seDar.s.tion of the internal flow. In order 
to remedy these difficulties , the inlet areas of both 
ducts were increased and the plane of the inlet opening 
of the left duct was increased from 140 to 29 0 as shown 
in figure 38. The effects of these nodifications on 
the maximum lift coefficient of the airplane w th the 
propeller removed and wi th landing flaps and duct exi t 
flays retracted and deflected are also shown in fig-
ure 38. With the landing flaps and duct exit flaps 
retracted , the CL:nax WaS increased from 1.10 for the 
original duct installation to 1.26 ~or t~e modified 
ducts . With the landin§ f laps extended 45 0 and duct 
exit flaps deflected 41 , the CImax W9.S increased 
from 1.30 to 1 . 43 . 
Airspeed heads .- The effect on the air flow over 
the wings of placing airspeed heads ~t the leading ed ges 
of the wings of two airplanes (airplanes 17 and 5) is 
shown in figu~e 39. The airspeed head on airplane 17 
was located directly at the wing leading edge and 
resulted In a premature stall over the section of the 
wing behind the head . No effect on the flow over the 
wing was observed for the airspeed- head installation 
on airpl ane 5. This &irspeed head was located on the 
lowe r surface of the wing and extended forward below 
the wing leading edge . 
Comparison of Split and Slotted Flaps 
An analysis was made of the increments of lift 
coefficient contributed by split and slotted flaps 
when installed on airplanes to ascertain whether these 
values could be predicted from results of tests in 
two-dimens l onal flow . Me asured value s of 6CLf 
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0 1:) t&1ned 7'1'0'1'] t.e s ts of fl.aps l.ns talled on the a irnlnne s 
an.d corresponding v[,lues of jC Lf comp:lted from available 
two - dimension' 1 data for similar flaps installed on 
smooth wings are compa.red in figures 40 and 41 . The 
lift increments due to the fls.ps have been taken at 
about 3° be low tha stal ling angle of the 'iJin3 VI i th 
flaps retracted or deflected (v.Thich0ver gc...ve the lorve.r 
val1.'.e S ), inasmuch as the se V3.1 10 S ha VB b ,:)0n found to be 
rel ii tively independent of test conditions such as 
Reynolds number and wlnd - tunll.el turbulenc(-; (refe renco 10) . 
For comparison, the two-dimens.l.onal lift data ha ve heen 
evaluated for rarti~l-span flaps by the methods presented 
jn 1'e ference 11 . 
'1'he measured values of l1CLf for the split - flap 
installations showed good agreement in e very case wi th 
he values computed fro'l1 two - dimensioD.3.1 dn ta . For the 
slotted- f lap installations , however , the . easured values 
were , on the' verage, about 20 percc;nt lower than the 
calculated values . Tr~e reas o:!. for t:te 10·.'1' values of tlC Lf 
obtained for the slotted- flap installation3 is probably 
th 3 difficu l tie s encou...'1terea by manufacturers in 
-nroducin!<; slot :Jhanc s of efficient aerodynamic design . 
Tests of an N~~A 23012 airfoil equinped with various 
arrangements of s l otted flaps (l'eference 12) showed 
that, jn order to obtain high lift incre~Bnts , the nose 
of the flap should be located s ligh tl v ahead of and 
below 8. slot lip t ha t o iT'Bcts ~he a ir downward over th.e 
flap . In addition , in o!'der co obtain low values of 
drag at moderate lift coefficie n ts, the nose of the 
fla~) s lOul(1, h'3. vo a good a.crodyn <.m:.ic .I orm clnd the slot 
entr, should be of such shape that no abrupt change s in 
the [dr - flow d t re cUon oc cur . 
COlal;arison of Pull - Scale-Tunnel and Flic5ht 
Ie asuremcnts of C~i1ax 
In orcieY' to comp':>re wind - t1)..rmel and flight measure -
ments of the maximum 11ft oeff:'cient of an airplane, 
sev'3I'al factor s lIlust be conside1 ed . PI'evious investiga-
tions ( reference s 15 and 14) h:1 ve shown the. t the max.i.murn 
lift coefficients obtai ned in t l'3s ts with changing angle 
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of attack were considerably higher than those obtained 
in tests in which the forces were -rr:8asureri v.rith the angle 
of attack fixed. The di .f:'erence is attributed. to the 
lag in the separation tendency with changing angle of 
attack . 
lIfaxirrl1.1m lift coefficients obtained in fli ght and in 
wind tunnels should be comparen at the S'1.me Reyno lds 
number. For the normal r a nge of full-sc3.le -tunr.el and 
fli gh t Re ynolds numbers, the maximu.::l lift coe ff:: cient s 
wi 11 increase wi th .t\eynolds nu}llber. In order to show 
the magnitude of th3 Reynolds number effect J the vari-
a tiorl of CL. with Re ynolds nuniber has been plot ted 
"'-"1lax ' 
in figure 42 for se vera l of the airplanes (air:;Jlanes 18, 
13 J 4, and 16) and for an NACA 23C12 wing. Except for 
the case of airDlane 4, the Or increased ubout 0 .10 
,. t' -'-'I'1.Ei.X 
for eac~ increase of 1 x 10° in Re:TJ:lC'lds num~er. For 
airpla ne 4, whicf'. hLls a wing wi th lovl- dra3 &irfoil sec -
ti ons ( N4.CA 66 serie s j, the iner-ease in CLmax wi th 
Reynolds nu.1fIber was considerably gre nter. 
Prop " 11er operation , even \7it~ ':'uling pov'/er applied, 
may a lso appreciab l y increase t he Cr. of an a irplane 
In&.X 
over trla t measur ed 'Ni"'vh the propelle:'"' removed. In COrrl-
pari.ng ·wind-tul.lr.el and fli c;h t meaSUrO]"ltnt3 of CImax 
condition .:! of .i,)l'vpel le: r oDcrat ion .TIl18t therefore be 
rep ,-' ccl:u.ced . Tho ef_"c", t 0-:-' jdli.llg prure1L:l"'s on the 
maxir,:1..~'1'1 lift ~o <:; ff:_c:"ent 01' two typic::<. prG "'~ll t-da y 
air~l&nes (nLr~:an3s 5 dnd 2) is S~~'L in :lg~ro 43. 
'l'be Y'108.8u!'er2n-Ss '/;8-:'0 'TIajo ~.r: c"',e Nind t'.l'll.."".t '-::J:r 
conrO:.8 to 1 y c 10 3:~ng thE) 8'1g :118 t::rct :'l~::; :';'Del ""13 8.suring 
the fO)" ' C9.3 wi t:~ the I:mgine 2 d1 lag . Inc::,~o::l QP:..'l of 0.13 
and 0,08 ir: S"Smax (',ue to the lc.J.ing TlroDe-llerg Vlere 
measured for a~rfla~e3 5 and 2, resp~ctiv3 1~ . 
~ull - 8 e a le - t~nn91 and flight cet9r~in3c~ons of the 
maximu:m 1 i:':' t COG C'lc i~nt of aT: air'·'} a"l"'l l:a ve been shown 
to be In a,gree'1J6n t v?c'en t,e s t ">I.Je ['8 mf:ice l..~::,J.P r' similar 
te s t eond i ti or..s of ReYj101d3 numbe!', clipr -:l-(~ar.1 , and 
time r~te of cbange of s.ngle of attack Cai~~ . As an 
example, r e.rer-ence is In!;t.de to e omp8.ratl ve flight and 
full-sc a le-tl..mnel measure nents o~ the Cr , of air -
"'-'max 
plane 18 (reference 13) . Special care was taken in 
this case to r eproduce the flight test conditions in 
C OFF IDEHT ILL 
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the wind tunnel and the results of the measurements 
showed agreement within 3 nercent. 
The maximum lift coefflcient s of airnlane 11 as 
determined for several flap deflecti.ons from full-scale -
tunne 1 and flight te s ts are compared i n figure 44 . The 
large discrepancie s between the two s e ts of measurements 
are attr i buted , in this case , to di fferences in the 
t e sting techniques . An analysis of the flight-test 
records showed that these measurements were made at 
value s of da/dt varying from 0 . 2 0 to 1.00 per second; 
t lte full - s cale - tunne 1 . easurements were made wi th the 
angle of attac~ fixed . TI1e full-scale - tunnel measure -
ments , in ad d ition , were , ade with t he Dropeller removed 
from the ai r plane and the test Reynolds numbers for the 
full - sgale-tunnel measurements we r e between 0.5 and 
1 x 10 le s s t an the f l i ght te s t ~eynol d s numbers . 
~he exact cont r ibution to CL of the nropeller , 
max ' 
of da/d t , and of the variation in Reynolds number is 
not readi l y es timable at present because of the lack of 
sufficient theoretical or experimen tal data ; some rough 
approximations, however , indicate d t h at the combined 
effects of pronel l e r operation, da/dt , and Re;molds 
number may account for the di scre pancies shown in i'ig -
ure 44 . 
CONCL1 i 3 IONS 
From ebe results of maximu.m-l i f t and stall measure -
me nts of 18 airn l anes tested in t he Langle~ full - tGale 
tunne~, the following conclusions we re drawn : 
1. Large imnrovements in the stall j ng charac -
teristics and max imum lift coeffl cJents of airplanes 
can be obtained by careful attenti on to detail design . 
2 . Wings having ~igh taper ratios and large amounts 
of sweepback ha ve be':ln shown to be s ubjec t to Door 
s talling characteristic s because t hey are su scentible 
to tt) stalling . 'Ihe proper combins. tions of washout 
and changes in camber and wing thickness f r om root to 
tip with tape r wil l usuallv uroduce sa t isfactory stalls 
on wing s s ubject to tip stalling . 
I 
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3 . The ad~ition of fuselages and nacelles to 
wings f r equently introduces centers of local senaration 
and may redvce the maximum lj ft coefficient if the wlng-
fuselage or wing- nacelles junctures are not adequately 
fai r ed . 
4. Deflection of the landing flaps gen8rally 
tended to I I cle an up II the inboard se c ti ons of awing 
..ill.d increased the upwash over the outer unflapped 
portions of the wing . 
5 . Propeller operation wi l l generally increase 
the severity of U:e sta ll, especially on single-engine 
airplanes , by producing an asymmetrical stall pattern 
and by c l eaning UD the inboard sections of the wings. 
6 . The maximum lift coeffic1ent of an airplane 
may be anpreciab l y increased by the elimi n ation of 
wing surface roughne ss and air leakage t::'lrough the 
wings . 
7 . The detrimental effects of placing machine 
guns and cannon at the l eading edge of a wing may be 
reduced considerab l y by properly locating t1 1e g-.ms in 
the wings . Highest maximum lift coeffici e nts were 
measured for machine - gun installations in which the 
ends of the barr0 1s were f l ush with the wing surface 
at the leading ed ,:,8 and s l ightly above the wing chord 
line and for cannon installations that were submerged 
in the wings. 
8 . Wing - duct inle ts w5_th well - cambered unDer 
l ins Droncrly alin ed with the flow at the leading edge 
of the win~ will gene r ally cause no reduction in the 
maximum lift coeffic-Lent of an airnlane; whereas 
substantial decreases in the maximum lift coefficient 
of an airnlane may be caused by ducts wlth the inlet 
plane ne r pendicular to the chord li11e and by inlet 
lips with small leading- edge radii . 
9 . The incre:llents of lift coefficient contributed 
by split flap S could be computed with sufficient accuracy 
by the use of' two - dimens io:nal te s t data; for slot ted 
flaps , however , the measured increments of lift coeffi-
cient were , on the average , about 20 nercen t lower than 
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those cal cnla ted f'rorn the a vai lable t'No- di'1lensi onal te s t 
data . These lew va lues for ~he slott9d flaps are 
attributed , ma inl y , to difficulties encountered by 
manufacturers in roducing slot 3hapes of efficient 
aerodynamic de si gn . 
10 . In a sine;le Instance wDe:ce greB' l care was 
taken to reprod"J.ce the test conditions o' ::teynolds 
number, proneller operation, and tLe tin r a te of change 
of angle of attach:, sa ti s fac tory agreement of the 
maximum li i't coeffici ent s determine d from full-scale -
tunnel and flight tests was obtalned . It is believed 
that equally sat isfactory agreement may be obtained with 
other airplanes Drov dad that sufficient care is taken to 
reproduce the test conditi ons. 
Langle y Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Adv~ sory Co~~ittee for Aeronauti cs 
Langley Field , Va. 
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TAi3LE 1.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERI8rICS OF AIRPLANES TESTED IN LA.'WLEY FULL-SCALE TUNNEL CONFIDENTIAL 
Wing 
Wing Taper ratio, netion iAlrolane area Aspect Root chord (a) (sq ft) ratio h = Tip chora 
Root Tip 
NACA-lJAA NACA-BAA 1 233.2 5.89 2.17 c omprOllli •• compromise 
low drag low drag 
NACA NACA 2 248.0 5.93 2.00 ~6(2x15)-1l6, 66(2x15)-216, 
a = 0.6 a = 0.6 
NACA NACA 3 100.0 7.56 3.00 65(216)-017 67,1-(1.3)15, 
a = 0.7 
NACA NACA 4 284.0 5.30 1.81 66(215)-114 66(215)-213, 
a = 0.6 
5 334.0 5.50 2.00 NACA 23016 NACA 23009 
6 314.0 5.30 1.47 NACA 23018 NACA 23009 
7 422.0 5.90 2.32 NACA 23017 NACA 23009 
8 Bl11~tiaal chord 223.7 5.90 dis tribut 10n NACA 0015 NACA 0009 
250.0 5.19 4.00 NACA NACA 9 66,2-018 66,2-018 
10 203.4 8.10 3.38 cw 6500-0015 cw 6500-0015 
11 208.9 6.00 1.40 NACA 23018 NACA 23009 
12 233.2 5.00 1.48 NACA 23015 IiACA 23009 
13 172.0 8.10 4.00 NACA 0018 NACA 0010 14 148.0 11.90 3.35 NACA 23024 HACA 23009 15 188.0 7.70 2.50 NACA 0018 NACA 0009 16 170.0 5.70 1.76 NACA 23015 NACA 23009 17 318.6 5.40 1.96 NACA 2415 NACA 2409 18 180.0 6.00 1.00 NACA 2Rl12 NACA 2Rl12 
Angle ot 
incidence (deg) 
Root Tip Type 
1.00 
--1.25 Slotted 
1.30 
-0.45 Plaln 
2.00 0.50 Plain 
1.71 -0.80 Slotted 
3.00 3.00 Slotted 
2.00 2.00 Slotted 
1.50 -0.50 Split 
1.00 1.00 Split 
0 0 -------
2.00 
-1.50 Split 
0 0 Slotted 
0 0 Split 
4.60 4.60 Split 
5.50 5.50 Slotted 
2.00 2.00 Split 
1.00 1.00 Slotted 
2.50 2.50 Split 
0 0 -------
hATIONAI. ADVISORY 
COMMlffiE FOR AERONAUTICS 
Wing flaps 
Maximum flap 
Av. flaE chord Flap sEan deflection, Av. wing chord Wing span 0 t max (deg) 
24.8 50.7 50.0 
16.6 31.3 45.0 
22.1 47.0 60.0 
25. 0 51.5 45.0 
25.6 64.1 48.0 
22.6 56.4 50.0 
23.7 • 61.1 60.0 
32.0 53.3 60.0 
-------------- --------- ------------
23.6 36.0 45.0 
26.0 100.0 50.6 
25. 0 51.5 60.0 
20.0 57.7 60.8 
tl28.0 b53.4 55.0 
23.1 57.8 50.0 
25.7 55. 2 40.0 
23.7 65.6 45.0 
-------------- --------- ------------
aThe des1gnations of the .ACA low-drag airfoil. ha .. been changed from the torm furnished by the manufacturer to the form described on p. 21& nt reference 15. 
bOnly inboard and center flap. deflected. CONFIDENTIAL 
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Figure 1. - Airplanes anu mock-Ups. 
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(a ) Airplane 1 in f a ir ed and sealed condition. 
(bl Airplane 2 in servic e c ondition. 
Figure 2.- Airplanes an d moc k- up s moun t ed for 
tests in Langley full-sca le tunnel . 
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(cl Airplane 3; complete mock-up. 
(dJ Airplane 4; complete mock-up. 
Figu r e 2.- Continued. 
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( e ) Airplane 5 in ser vice condition. 
(f) Air plane 6 i n ser vice condition. 
Figure 2.- Con tinued . 
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(g) Airplane 7 in serv ice condition . 
(h) Airplane 8; partially [aired and sealed. 
Figure 2.- Continued. 
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. (i} Airplane 9 in service condition. 
(j) Airplane 10 in service condition. 
Figure 2 . - Continued. 
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(k ) Air pl a ne 11 i n s e rvice condition. 
(1) Airplane 12 in se rvice c ondition. 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
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NACA ACR No. L5C24 CONFIDENTIAL Fig. 2m,n 
(m) Airplane 13; complete mock-up. , 
(n) Airplane 14; complete mock-up. 
Figure 2.- Continued. 
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NACA ACR No. L5C24 CONFI DENTIA L Fig. 20,p 
(o) Airplane 15 ; complete mock - up. 
1 
(p) Airplane 16 ; complete mock-up. 
Figure 2.- Continued. 
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(qJ Airplane 17 with re vised canopy. 
(r) Airplane 18 in serv ice c onditi on . 
.. Figure 2.- Concluded. 
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